blocks which can be tuned to the specific
needs of each installation. This is because
important progress in hardware usually
makes a low-level language unnecessary
(even "real" programmers no longer write
code in hexadecimal). More people also
realize that designing a new menu facility
(a graphic display to help an operator
interact with the experiment) is a waste of
time. Attention should be directed instead
to ensuring requirements are agreed upon
and understood. Computer-assisted soft
ware engineering (CASE) tools, although
not yet fully mature, are being used more
and more.
However, it is also clear that the imple
mentation of standards is governed by
powerful market forces. Aside from wish
ful thinking, we users have not come to
gether to specify requirements, although
the achievements of the EPS control sys
tems group (EPCS) constitute the essen
tial first step in a sharing of expertise.
Porting
CODAS is presently being modified to
assure its availability, reliability and perfor
mance for the years to come by porting to
a UNIX operating environment. The move
to UNIX (V.4) for the operating system,
Ethernet 802.3 for communication, VME,
Fortran 77 and C as programming langua
ge and workstations for the man - machine
interfaces has highlighted the importance
of software portability because the effort

to implement the move estimated to be as
large as 35 man-years.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to
justify the above choices: some were dic
tated by the need to minimize the porting
effort and budget; others followed from
making CODAS as independent as pos
sible of the fortunes of a single manufac
turer. For the sake of compatibility with
our old 200 Gbyte of data, and to leave the
door open to a mixed system (old and
new), we were also obliged to choose the
the larger vendors [8]. We are also unable
to use CASE tools as we are moving more
than two million lines of existing code
rather than designing a new system.
The advent of de facto standards since
1979 and the availability of certain tools
has made some parts of our software not
only obsolete but unnecessary. We are
therefore using, whenever feasible, public
domain software although we shall have
to continue to choose between products
coming from competing groups (e.g. the
Free Software Foundation and UNIX [9])
and between differing approaches to high
level tools for workstations.
Conclusions
I am not tacitly advocating that a uni
versal standard should apply to all compu
ters and all computer-assisted control sys
tems as I have been in research too long
not to realize that progress comes from
multiple approaches. Market forces, more

Accelerator Control Systems
P.N. Clout
Vista Control Systems, Inc., Los Alamos, USA
Fig. 1— Control rooms of CERN's accelerators. la - left) For the PS machine in the mid-1960's
where operators were obliged to move between racks of equipment inorder to operate and adjust
the machine.
(b - right) For the SPS machine in the late 1970's where the controls of the computer-based
control system are grouped within reach of one operator around each of the several operator
stations with their video screens, alphanumeric displays, oscilloscopes and devices for selecting
and adjusting components of the accelerator.
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over, will continue to force changes and
existing standards will be superseded.
Nonetheless, we shall still have the oppor
tunity to minimize the effort expended on
design and implementation because use
ful and well-supported standards are now
available.
Strong managerial support of the
EPCS's efforts to rationalize some of the
development of control systems for phy
sics experiments could reduce the costs
of "closed-shop" projects and provide
better tools and procedures to all laborato
ries. But to reap Its full benefits, this sup
port will have to be substantial and of a
continuing nature.
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Charged particle accelerators were
first connected to a computer inthe early
1960's. The integration of computers
with these research machines has expan
ded rapidly ever since, enabling conside
rable increases in size and performance.
Interest developed from what was pro
bably the first reported use of a computer
for data acquisition in nuclear physics by
Edwin Norbeck in 1962 [1]. The report,
and the rapid reduction in price of small
computers, caught the attention of acce
lerator builders.
On entering an accelerator control room
In the mid-1960's (Fig. 1) one would have

seen racks of instrumentation directly
connected to the devices either in equip
ment areas (power supplies, RF systems,
etc.) or on the beam line (diagnostics, va
cuum instrumentation, etc.). An example
is the control room shown in Fig. 1a where
the operator had to move among racks to
run the accelerator.
A need for space in the control room for
individual control panels arose as accele
rators became larger, making operations
and machine physics experiments diffi
cult. Computers were first used for indivi
dual instruments and a number of approa
ches were adopted. The Argonne National
Laboratory pioneered the field by adding a
computer-based monitoring system to the
ZGS accelerator in 1964: the Los Alamos
National Laboratory followed with a com
puter control system which was essential
for operating the LAMPF accelerator with
its 10000 channels [2]. The LAMPF sys
tem also emphasized having all informa
tion and controls within the reach of one
operator by multiplexing signals to general
purpose devices at consoles — a concept
that was also developed for CERN's very

much larger SPS accelerator (Fig. 1b) and
subsequently for many other facilities.
Other applications of computers develo
ped in the USA and in Europe, encouraged
by the small but growing use of compu
ters for industrial process control, so by
1970 a proposal for a new accelerator
invariably included a computer-based con
trol system.
Special Requirements
If control systems for large charged par
ticle accelerators are not fundamentally
different to those for industrial processes,
then conservative, well tested, commer
cial products can be used in place of risky,
generally hand-crafted, and relatively ex
pensive systems. The primary feature that
distinguishes the two is that accelerators
are effectively research projects in their
own right since each experiment aims to
develop specific beam properties. The re
quirements placed on the control system
over the life of an accelerator are therefore
unpredictable; considerable flexibility is
sought. Timing features and diagnostic
requirements also separate accelerators
from many industrial processes.
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1 GHz. At the high end, times of minutes

and hours arise for the filling of a storage
ring and the circulation of the stored beam
around the ring. Two separate timing con
trol systems are usually used to ensure
synchronous operation. The RF reference
system keeping the different RF genera
tors in phase has the highest performance
(to within a few degrees of phase of the
RF frequency, although more recent sys
tems work to a higher accuracy); it also
often provides RF reference signals to the
beam instrumentation. The other timing
system coordinates the overall operation
of the accelerator and is required to pro
duce timing and gating pulses fully adjus
table by the operator. Its accuracy is re
lated to the circulation time of the beam
and is usually about a microsecond, with
timing being regulated up to minutes.
Another common requirement is the
ability to operate an accelerator in a diffe
rent way for each pulse: a full cycle is
made up by selecting various sets of these
settings (see page 31). A machine like
LAMPF that operated at 120 Hz could be
shared between experiments that "saw"
different beams with different repetition
rates. LAMPF's timing system with its 120
sets of timing patterns was further develo
ped for CERN's PS machine where each
cycle of a "supercycle" can have charac
teristic analog settings for magnets, RF
cavities, etc., as well as different timing
patterns. This was more practical at the
PS as a cycle lasts a few seconds or so
rather than for LAMPF's 8.3 milliseconds.
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Computer languages
The SPS control system also introduced
another element into the accelerator con
trol field, namely interpreters for the appli
cation programs — a development that
reflected the need for an evolving control
system as the demands changed and un
derstanding of the accelerator improved.
In simple terms, an interpreter is a pro
gram that is able to error check, compile
(convert to code) and execute operator
instructions formulated using straight
forward, structured commands (the alter
native is to compile, link and execute in
separate steps). The NODAL interpreter
was developed specifically for a multi
computer environment. Based on FOCAL
(FOrmula CALulator), it was extended to
The 1970's
include
input/output and the ability to
Highways and databases
send program code to another computer
The 1970's saw a number of develop to
be interpreted there and to commu
ments that are represented by several nicate
data in return. The SPS controls
control systems. On the hardware side, group was
then free to concentrate on the
acceptance of the CAMAC standard and basic control system and the application
the availability of the CAMAC serial high programming environment, leaving the
way and basic software support greatly actual application programming to engi
simplified the development of control sys
tem hardware while reducing costs and neers, physicists and operators.
In spite of problems with interpreters,
risk. The Hahn Meitner Institute (HMD in
NODAL
was widely copied. Some labora
Berlin was an early user of the serial high
way and its system based on a single com tories adopted conventional languages,
puter (a PDP-11), being ideal for small- many of which have since fallen into
to medium-sized implementations, was disuse.
copied by a number of other institutes. It Operator interface
used a database for configuring control
Developments of the operator interface
parameters instead of having the CAMAC in the 1970's included selection devices,
addresses and other parameter-related graphics and programmable knobs for
information scattered all over the various analog input. Among the selection devi
programs, a concept that has been steadi ces experimented with to replace key
ly developed elsewhere (see page 35).
board commands, the light pen, in con
trast to track balls and touch screens,
Networks
is now seldom seen. Touch screens to
A weakness of the single computer simplify the procedure the operator had
approach showed up when the require to follow to indicate his next choice to
ments expanded beyond the computer's the control system were developed by
capabilities. Several computers linked to the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
gether were needed, but it was necessary (SLAC) and CERN for dedicated selection.
to develop one's own computer network The choices (CERN's SPS had 16 per level
as generalized computer networks were and SLAC's accelerator 64) were arran
not commercially available at the time. ged as a selection hierarchy which the
Several laboratories implemented systems computer would draw on a video monitor:
using a hierarchy of computers, but rely the next choices were presented when
ing on a single computer as the focus for ever the operator indicated a choice until
the selection was complete. The SPS sys
the controls.
The network hardware always compri tem was copied by many laboratories and
sed serial links between two computers. became commercially available. LAMPF
These links ranged from terminal lines to employed a system of buttons where the
specially designed systems. CERN's SPS legend card that was inserted to label the
system used a single computer as the buttons was also machine-readable so
message router for the whole system so that the operator made most of the se
any computer could access any other — lection by choosing the appropriate card.
The development of graphics for the
an important advantage that was offset
by the need for reliability provided by a presentation of data was started at this
back-up to the message routing compu time, but with dedicated graphic screens.
ter. This system was therefore a functio Most data were shown on alphanumeric
nally equivalent predecessor to today's video monitors and graphics displays were
bus and ring networks where messages only successful for schematic diagrams
are passed between control computers where the limitation of one foreground
around rings or communications buses and one background colour per character
cell is unimportant.
(see e.g. page 23, Fig. 2).
Diagnostics
Operators and machine physicists must
know basic properties of the beam at
many points. It is often impossible to mea
sure anything but gross features, and then
only at relatively few points owing to cost
and space limitations, and because any
measurement often necessarily uses an
invasive technique (wire scanner, phos
phor screen, video camera) which per
turbs the beam. Each diagnostic device is
a small physics experiment, usually with
complex electronic processing of analo
gue signals before digitization for reading
by the control system's computer. These
diagnostics can take several years to deve
lop and are generally tailored to a machine.
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The programmable knob simulating the
control knob of a dedicated device by
using a computer as an intermediary was
developed to give a natural feel, and to
allow the operator to observe several
monitoring data while adjusting the knob.
The concept was extended by including
algorithms to adjust machine parameters
that were not directly related to a single
analogue output from the control system.
Thus, on entering an accelerator control
room in the late 1970's (Fig. 1b) one
would see several operator stations which
were simplified considerably through the
full exploition of computers. Each posses
sed a programme or parameter selection
device (a video screen with a touch pa
nel), a character-based computer monitor
with alphanumeric data displays and
schematics and possibly a track ball, and
at least one computer-based control de
vice. There would also have been at least
one oscilloscope and some dedicated con
trols and indicators. However, this impres
sive overall result needed much work by
many experts in control systems.
The 1980's
The developments of the 1970's were
expanded in the early 1980's: computer
networks and inexpensive computer
workstations with excellent graphics
support became readily available by 1985;
the broad acceptance of computing stan
dards began to allow the greater sharing
of developments; the introduction of the
Xerox Parc style of computing (a form of
windowing software) started to influence
accelerator control systems. These trends
greatly simplified the implementation and
further development of a control system.
Historically, the cost of a control sys
tem's software had been many times
greater than the cost of the computers
and the other hardware. For many accele
rator projects, the availability of computer
programmers was the limiting factor.
The 1980's thus saw the rationalization of
the design of the software structure,
notably in the PS controls upgrade at
CERN [3], the PSR project [4] and the NPB
Telescope project [5] at Los Alamos. The
inclusion of modern computer networks
and workstations in a control system is
epitomized by CERN's LEP machine, com
missioned in 1989, that is noted for its
large size.
However, for device interfacing the
accelerator controls field diversified and
became confused as groups chose diffe
rent bus systems and inter-crate commu
nications systems from among the many
new standards that were promoted.
On a more positive note, control softwa
re for research projects was launched
commercially in 1989. It draws upon the
latest developments by operating under
a specific type of computer display for
mat called X Window that facilitates the

Fig. 2 —An example
of a computer disp
lay produced by one
of the latest types
of easy-to-use soft
ware that generates
graphical control dis
plays and data view
ing windows in a
multi-computer, networked control sys
tem for medium-tolarge physics expe
riments. It shows
some of the objects
that are employed to
build up control win
dows graphically.
The window at the
bottom left is the
tool-box window of
the graphical editor.
This is used to
create the background drawing and to define and place the objects in the window that will be
animated by connection to the real-time database. Other objects and active areas can be defined
to control the windows and the overall operation of the control system.
At the upper right is a small slider bank which allows for the display and control of analogue
values. Selection switches, bars and graphs can also be seen. Many other tools are available for
use from the tool-box. In the bottom right is a separate window for viewing and changing the
real-time databases, which include e.g. the channel descriptions.

creation of graphical control displays and
data viewing windows in a multi-compu
ter, networked system (Fig. 2).

Pulse-To-Pulse Modulation

Security mechanisms must make sure
that datasets are complete and consistent
after operator interaction and before exe
cution. Equipment controllers must be
prepared to execute any legal function of
a supercycle at any legal time. They must
respond to coded interrupts, called events,
as the number of legal functions will ex
ceed the number of interrupt levels of the
processors. An event may be a code (e.g.
a 16-bit number) together with an inter
rupt request signal: it must contain infor
mation about the action to be performed
(e.g. "start cycle"), the type of cycle, and
eventually the supercycle.
Providing the complex, time dependent
variations in the operating state needed
for PPM on the equipment control level in
pure hardware would be troublesome so
intelligence must inevitably be placed at
the local level.
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Accelerator performance for bunched
particle beams has been enhanced signi
ficantly by modifying the beam proper
ties on a pulse-to-pulse basis.
For continuous operation, a pulse is
defined as the complete acceleration
cycle in which the the properties of a
bunch of charged particles of the same
kind are changed. The pulse-to-pulse mo
dulation (PPM) technique allows the un
interrupted production of beams of diffe
rent particles with different characteris
tics in a single machine. It was, to the best
of my knowledge, applied [1] for the first
time in CERN's Proton Synchrotron com
plex (see overleaf).
Pulse-to-pulse-modulation is a powerful
means to optimize the efficiency of pulsed
accelerators. Flence:
- PPM provides beams to more than one
user at virtually the same time.
- Many accelerators serve as injectors for
another machine which is, as a rule, both
larger and slower than the injector by
about one order of magnitude. An injector,

for instance, is typically occupied with in
jection into the next machine for some
10% of the time: PPM releases the remai
ning 90% of the injector's beam time for
other experiments with beams that may
even be different to the injection beam.
- Accelerators used in medicine exploit
PPM for optimal performance by ensuring
equal dose deposition in tissue.
Ideal PPM operation means that an ar
bitrary number of different acceleration
cycles may be executed in an arbitrary se
quence. For practical reasons, the number
of different cycles is limited to a reasona
ble number, say 8 or 16. The same is true
for the "arbitrary" sequence: a limited
number of cycles, say 256, forms a
"supercycle" which is executed perio
dically. In spite of these restrictions, PPM
has a considerable impact on the design
of the control and timing systems of an
accelerator facility.
Impact on Equipment Control
For PPM operation, the equipment con
trol level (the lowest level in the control
system) must be intelligent to provide
Rudolf Steiner has a Diploma in physics from flexibility, interrupt driven to provide speed
the University of Mainz, Germany. He is the and a precise response time, and equipped
Project Leader of the SIS/ESRControl Systems with enough memory to store the com
Group at GSI, Darmstadt where he was for plete datasets of operating conditions
merly the head of the electronics laboratory. (magnet ramps, etc.) of different cycles.

Conclusions
Computing is developing to provide the
user with a more homogeneous working
environment. This is also true for accelera
tor control systems, which are destined in
the 1990's to become more integrated
with physics design and simulation. This
will allow greater understanding and auto
mation of accelerators, resulting in advan
ces in accelerator science and technology
with reduced cost and risk.
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Impact on the Timing System
A timing system is needed to generate
events and to distribute them to equip
ment controllers. A bus system (see page
35), instead of the provision of individual
signals for hundreds of separate pieces of
equipment, is the most convenient ap
proach for distributing events as the latter
is inflexible and requires too much hard
ware. The events must occur in an orderly
sequence: the timing system must only
start actions that can be executed without
conflicts. Once again, this can hardly be
achieved without local intelligence.
Conflicts
However, the more flexible a timing sys
tem, the more sensitive it is to conflict
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